GYM PROTECTIVE PADDING
IPI can provide a wide range of gym protective padding and outdoor
stadium padding to match virtually any specifications. Indoor or outdoor
padding is available in 18 solid vinyl colors, photo-quality digitally
printed graphic design or one- or two-color lettered vinyl. Common panel
sizes include 2’ x 6’, 2’ x 7’ and 2’ x 8’ but can be custom built any size
or shape in a wide range of wall and fence mounting styles. Columns,
stages, doors, cutouts and virtually any obstruction can all be covered
for player protection. Choose from a variety of fire retardant, fireproof,
mildew resistant, UV resistant and foam density and thickness options.
Call for details.
Indoor Graphic Wall
Padding

Let our graphic design staff work with your
team to create the perfect custom graphics
to enhance your facility and help build
team spirit. There is no limit to the range
of colors that can be printed with our high
tech digital printers. All printed graphics
have a thick, clear liquid laminated coating
over the printing to create and maintain a
sharp clear image. In most cases, the design
work done by our art team is free.

Graphic

Indoor Lettered Wall
Padding

Start with any one of our 18 solid vinyl
colors and add one- or two-color lettering
selecting from our available lettering
inks. Inks are designed to etch the vinyl
to improve adhesion and create a bright,
long lasting image. Work with our graphic
design team to determine a lettering layout
that is compatible with the size of padding
that you need. We will also help you select
the other wall padding specifications
appropriate for your facility.

Lettered

Indoor Solid Color Vinyl
Padding

Choose any single color or mix multiple
panel colors on a single installation. With
17 colors to choose from, you have a wide
range of options but solid color padding can
also be used in conjunction with graphic or
lettered padding to fit your facility needs
and budget. Solid color padding is often
the choice when there is a large number of
cutouts, custom sizes, doors, columns or
other obstructions that might make graphic
or lettered padding a challenge. As with
other padding styles, our staff will help
you select the appropriate specifications to
meet your facility’s needs and local codes.

Solid

Custom Solid
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WALL PADDING
Stadium, Ball Park and
Field Sports Padding

Virtually any outdoor surface that could come
in contact with players can be padded including
walls, fences, dugouts, poles and columns. IPI
standard outdoor flat surface wall padding is
constructed of ¾” FDN CCA treated southern
yellow pine plywood with 3” anti-microbial
urethane foam attached with moisture proof
adhesive. Solid color and lettered styles are
covered with 30 oz. flame, mildew and UV
resistant vinyl. Outdoor graphic printed padding
is covered with 14 oz. flame, mildew and UV
resistant vinyl with a clear, non-yellowing
protective liquid laminate protective coating.
Vinyl has multiple moisture weep holes and
uses 100% stainless steel assembly staples and
fasteners. Select flange style, Z-channel, chain
link or other attachment styles appropriate for
your project.

Solid Color Vinyl Options (18 options)
DR-Dark Royal

PK-Pink

RY-Royal

SC-Scarlet

FG-Forest Green GL-Athletic Gold

BK-Black

NY-Navy

OR-Orange

KL-Kelly Green

CL-Columbia Blue

GR-Gray

PR-Purple

MR-Maroon

BR-Brown

BO-Burnt Orange

CD-Cardinal

VG-Vegas Gold

Custom Padding Options
Custom Wall/
Door Padding

Post/Beam/
Column Wraps

Standard Flange Style
Mounting System

Special Chain Link
Mounting System (WPC)

Stage or Bleacher
Edge Padding

Hidden "Z" Track
Mounting System (WPZ)

Custom Cutouts
(WP25)

7” Sq. Outlet and Light Switch
Cutouts (Factory or Field Installed)

Design files, certificates, specifications, and more can be found on our website on our Toolbox page and at
CADdetails. Please contact us with any questions or if you need assistance with take-offs, customization, or
product recommendations. Color samples for our digitally printed items, solid and mesh vinyl, and powder
coating as well as catalogs and architect’s resource binders are available at no charge upon request.
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